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Third Saturday CWC Sacramento Meeting, November 17,
2018
Cattlemens Restaurant, 12409 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova
11 a.m. – 1 p.m. (10:15 Early Bird Topic)
$25 (includes lunch), $15 for Members (40% discount)

Brooke Warner

Publisher, She Writes Press & SparkPress

What You Should Know about
Hybrid Publishing
The hybrid publishing model occupies space
that’s neither traditional publishing nor selfpublishing. So what is it exactly? And why is it
the fastest-growing publishing business model?
Find out how this middle ground of publishing is opening up more and
interesting business opportunities for authors and publishers of all
stripes.
Brooke Warner is publisher of She Writes Press and SparkPress. She is
president of Warner Coaching, Inc., and author of Green-light Your
Book, What’s Your Book? and three books on memoir. Brooke is a TEDx
speaker and the former Executive Editor of Seal Press. She sits on
numerous boards including Independent Book Publishers Association
and the National Association of Memoir Writers. Publishers Weekly
carries a monthly column by Brooke. She also blogs for Huffington Post
Books. Check out her new podcast series:
http://podcast.shewrites.com/episodes/

Takeaways from this presentation
• Why hybrid publishing has been called “the best of both worlds” and what
about it makes it appealing to authors and self-publishers alike.

• Hybrid industry standards and why its reputation hinges on vetting and
quality.

• The challenges facing hybrid publishing and authors who choose this model.
• What writers and authors need to know about this publishing space and the
business model.

• Where hybrid publishing might be heading from here.
www.SacramentoWriters.org

FIRST FRIDAY

First Friday Networking, November 2, 2018
9-11 a.m. Coco’s,
7887 Madison Avenue, Citrus Heights
Bring Market Leads & Marketing Tips

Jennifer Chen Tran & Dierdre Wolownick
Bradford Literary Agency (Jen) & Author (Dierdre)
The Agent and the Writer:
An Inside Look at How a Book Deal Really Works
Member Dierdre Wolownick met and pitched a book concept to an agent she met at a California
Writers Club meeting a few years ago. That agent was Jen Chen Tran. Now Dierdre’s book is about
to come out. On November 2, Dierdre and Jen will discuss their journey together from pitch to
book deal to manuscript preparation to promo – and steps in between.
Jennifer Chen Tran is an agent at Bradford Literary, joining in September 2017. She represents
both fiction and non-fiction. Originally from New York, Jennifer is a lifelong reader and
experienced member of the publishing industry. Prior to joining Bradford Literary, she was an
Associate Agent at Fuse Literary and served as Counsel at The New Press. She obtained her Juris
Doctor from Northeastern School of Law in Boston, MA, and a Bachelors of Arts in English
Literature from Washington University in St. Louis.
Jennifer understands the importance of negotiation in securing rights on behalf of her authors.
She counsels her clients on how to expand their platforms, improve on craft, and works
collaboratively with her clients throughout the editorial and publication process. Her ultimate
goal is to work in concert with authors to shape books that will have a positive social impact on
the world—books that also inform and entertain. Jennifer has presented at numerous
conferences, including the San Francisco Writers Conference.
Dierdre Wolownick grew up in New York City and has lived and worked in many parts of the
world. A teacher since 1971 (now retired), she’s taught five foreign languages on three
continents. Her writing has appeared in books, magazines and journals world-wide, and has won
awards. In 1993 she created an independent publishing company which produced several awardwinners and international sellers. A musician all her life, Dierdre founded and conducted the West
Sacramento Community Orchestra, and has played in orchestras in New York and California, either
as principal (flute) or as solo or duet performer (piano). At the age of 55, Dierdre began longdistance running (marathons and half-marathons), and at 58, she began rock climbing. In 2017, at
age 66, she became the oldest woman to climb Yosemite’s iconic El Capitan. She continues to be
a motivational speaker and a performing musician. Her latest book, the inspirational memoir The
Sharp End of Life; a Mother’s Story, will be released by Mountaineers Books in May 2019. Check
out Dierdre at http://dierdrew.us, https://www.facebook.com/DierdreWolownick/, and
(Instagram): @DierdreWolownick.
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Pack Horse Librarian
By Jane Hicks

Poetry
Corner
Pack Horse Librarians
In 1930s Kentucky, in coal country, books
made their way to remote and isolated
regions of the state through The Pack Horse
Library Project. In the Depression, the
Appalachians were hit hard. Coal mines
were being shut down, leaving lots of
people in dire poverty. Eleanor Roosevelt
decided to help create projects that would
specifically benefit women and children.
The pack horse librarians, mostly women,
rode circuits around 18 miles to 20 miles.
They followed animal paths, fence lines,
back up into the hollers. They would stuff
their saddlebags or a pillowcase with books,
magazines, and newspapers, and strike out
by horseback or mule to provide library
service to the remote areas of the Kentucky
mountains. One such woman was a young
mother with two small children. Her
husband left. In the Depression, a lot of
men did that. Made a dollar a day. She
didn't own the horse. She rented it for fifty
cents a week.
Taken from “The Pack Horse Librarians Of
Eastern Kentucky”, NPR Morning Edition,
September 13, 2018, The Kitchen Sisters
segment, by Marcia Ehinger.
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The earliest of birds have not stirred
and the old rooster dreams of dawn
when I saddle the rented red mule.
A faint fingernail of moon scratches the ridge.
Altair, Deneb, and Vega announce summer
on high though chill pierces my jacket.
Clouds roll dark. Redbuds will riot against
a galvanized sky by dawn boiling up crimson.
My packs bulge with words to be carried
up dark hollows, down steep ridges, through swift
creeks.
A scrap of oilcloth, a grateful gift, will keep damp
April
from precious papers, bold pictures, worn covers.
Perhaps bright Jenny will tote a babe.
It rode low on her a fortnight ago, ladies magazines
for company, her man building for the CCC,
great western dams his legacy.
Just dawn, a pair of towheads
wrapped in a quilt wait creekside
swap picture books for warm cornbread
savored slow. The sky bleeds across the ridge.
Mule foot and trail-memory sure,
we make two more stops before April
seeps into my coat, bites my fingers, stings
my eyes, Redbud Winter falling hard.
Carry the books, WPA pays a dollar a day
and all I can read for the coal oil I can spare.
Book ladies carry the words, spread the words, share
the words with troubled faces in time fallen hard.

Microfiction: A Story-telling Art Form
Early Bird Topic from October 20, 2018 Meeting – By Marcia Ehinger
Microfiction is the term used for very short stories, sometimes called nanofiction. There is no official
definition. Flash Fiction is the name given to short stories, usually between 300 to 1,000 words in length.
Microfiction stories are even shorter, such as 100 words or less. In some cases, microfiction is confined to
140 characters or less, which was the maximum length of a Tweet. Some people have taken it even further.
Consider a story of 6 sentences, or 55 words or 25 words exactly. Or even less: try telling a story in 6 words. (A
well-known example attributed to Hemingway, but probably written by someone else: For sale. Baby shoes.
Never worn.).
Don’t
•
•
•
•

forget; every story
Has a beginning, middle and end (and microfiction endings often have a “twist” or surprise).
Has conflict.
Has character(s).
Has a change in the main character (character arc).

Sandra Navarro, Marcia Ehinger, and Mike Brandt joined forces to present microfiction to the early birds at
Cattlemens. Here are a couple of examples from Tiny Giants: 101 Stories Under 101 Words by Jason Sinclair.
His book was one of the first printed by the American River College Press. He compiled the best of a personal
daily microfiction challenge.
Lannie, the Ineffectual Scarecrow
Enough!
He detached himself from his stick, wiped the bird shit from his shoulders, and headed for the nearest bar.
A Very Lofty Adventure
Sam opened the book and unwittingly released a tiny blue dragon. It tore from the pages and flew into the
night.
Sam followed.
Mike Brandt said that the Sacramento Suburban Writers Club members began writing extremely short stories in
June. He has challenged our branch members to try our hand at writing microfiction. Please bring examples
to the next Saturday luncheon meeting, and we will publish selected ones in upcoming newsletters. Mike
mentioned a prompt for a “micro-tale” in which the apparent hero of the story turns out to be a villain in the
end. Elizabeth Jodry had an inspiration during the early bird session and wrote the following:
A Microtale: Hero to Villain in 100 Words (or so)
Priorities
Winston rushed to the side of the ship, only to see her hand as it disappeared beneath the waves. He dove in
headfirst, taking as big a breath as he could just before he hit the water. He continued downward, waving his
hands thru the murky ocean searching for what his eyes couldn’t see. At last, he grabbed her hand and pulled
it towards him. With one hand holding her wrist, the other pulled the three-karat diamond ring off her finger.
When he reached the surface, alone, he said aloud – to no one in particular, “Good riddance, Sylvia. Marrying
you was always Mother’s idea.”
Elizabeth A. Jodry
20 October 2018
[104 words]
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In Brief

NEW
MEMBERS
Member who joined in October:
Dominic (Dakota) Coe comes to us from Davis.
His writing focuses on Steam Punk fiction.

Permanent Nametags

may be ordered from Jenifer Rowe
at meetings or on website
[www.cwcsacramentowriters.org]

CWC Literary Review 2019
Submissions

See announcement in this newsletter.
Go to www.calwriters.org for
information.

First Friday Networking,
November 2

Jennifer Tran Chan & Dierdre
Wolownick
Bradford Literary Agency (J) & Author
(D)
The Agent and the Writer:
An Inside Look at How a Book Deal
Really Works
9-11 a.m., Coco’s, 7887 Madison Ave.,
CH
Saturday Luncheon, November 17
Brook Warner
Publisher, She Writes Press
What You Should Know about Hybrid
Publishing
11 a.m.-1 p.m., early bird share 10:15:
interviewing
$25 guests, $15 members (40% off),
includes lunch
Cattlemens, 12409 Folsom Blvd.,
Rancho Cordova

MEMBER NEWS
Katherine Henderson is excited to report that her
genealogy research has paid off. Her collected
letters of Hazel Willhite have been accepted by the
research library at the Kansas Historical Society in
Topeka. (Katherine wrote a poem about this
ancestor, her maternal grandmother, which was
published in the May 2018 CWC Sacramento
Newsletter.)
Kudos to Katherine!
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Non-fiction Writers Conference
Th/F November 8 & 9, webinar
https://
nonfictionwritersconference.com/
First Friday Networking,
December 7, Coco’s
NO luncheon meeting in December

CWC Sacramento Holiday Party

(Don’t forget! SOLD OUT last year!)
Sunday, December 9, 2-4 p.m.
[see page in this newsletter]

SUBMIT YOUR BEST WORK TO THE CWC LITERARY REVIEW
The California Writers Club is looking for great writing from our members for publication in
the 2019 CWC Literary Review.
Submissions are now being accepted in four categories: fiction, poetry, memoir and essay.
For guidelines and the required submission form, go to the CWC website, calwriters.org.
Deadline is November 30, so don’t delay.
This year instead of the traditional Managing Editor, the Literary Review is chaired by four
volunteers: Tish Davidson (Fremont Area Writers), Kimberly Edwards (Sacramento), June
Gillam (San Joaquin Valley) and CWC President Joyce Krieg. The team points out that even
though the publication has “literary” in its title, genre fiction is welcome, as are pieces that
are humorous or deal with lighter themes and topics. The emphasis is simply on good writing
that entertains, informs or inspires, regardless of style or subject matter.
The CWC Literary Review offers members the opportunity to showcase their work in a high
quality, glossy print magazine that is sent through the U.S. mail to some 2,000 fellow CWC
members. Publication of the next edition is slated for May or June of 2019.
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Sunday, December 9, 2018, 2:00-4:00
CALIFORNIA WRITERS CLUB, SACRAMENTO

Holiday Celebration!
•

Dinner, Program and Dessert

•

No-Host Bar

•

Celtic Music – Live

•

Prizes, Games, Books

Old Spaghetti Factory
12401 Folsom Blvd. (Nimbus
Winery) Rancho Cordova, CA
95742
•
•

•
•

Cost is $25.00 per person (includes entrée, bread, salad, beverage, dessert,
tip, and tax).
Pay by cash, credit card or check at CWC’s regular meetings, or mail
check payable to CWC and registration form to this address: CWC, 6525
Nordic Ct., Citrus Heights, CA 95610.
Payment and registration form must be received by November 30.
Seating is limited. Register early!

Member’s Name
Member’s Guests
Entrée Choice
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Quantity

Cost

Spaghetti with meat sauce

@ $25

Mizithra cheese and pasta (vegetarian)

@ $25

Chicken fettuccini alfredo

@ $25

(Gluten-free available upon request.)

TOTAL
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FOLLOW UP

First Friday Speaker, October 5, 2018:
Michele Drier

Meeting notes by Ray Gray
Michele, one “L”, not two, presented an informative, freeform talk at
the First Friday meeting, engaging the attendees enjoying coffee and
breakfast.
She considers herself a “pantser” writer, avoiding outlines and plot
points. She knows the beginning and end of her novels, letting
imagination fill in the rest, writing from the “seat of her pants.” Her
imagination does a LOT of filling, two 70,000-word books a year, while
teaching, editing, blogging, critiquing, and working with several
organizations to help writers improve their art.
A self-professed language curmudgeon is a trait born from her
journalism experience on major newspapers. A common word mistake
is using “that” for “who” when referencing people or their actions.
People are “who”s, not “that”s.
Another point is the word “exit.” It is a noun, not a verb.
Words can strengthen or weaken one’s writing. Words to avoid using as
much as possible include:
1.Adverbs. Words ending in “ly” weaken writing by adding unnecessary
modifiers to an action.
2.Adjectives. They are crutch words, slowing down a reader.
3.Start, begin, began, etc, create prepositional phrasing and
redundancy. “The tear ran down her cheek” is an example. Where else would a tear run?
4. Dialogue tags. 1) Use “said” instead of descriptive words in a dialogue attribution. “Said” is invisible to the reader.
Using descriptive words for a speaker’s expression, like “he chortled,” interrupt dialogue flow and distract the reader.
Use action with a dialogue tag to give depth and emotion to the moment: “…..he said, as he stomped around the
room.” 2) If two people are speaking, eliminate as many dialogue tags as possible. It should be apparent to the reader
who is speaking due to indents and paragraph structure.
5. The English language contains over one million words, and is growing every day, because it contains words from many
different cultures. To strengthen one’s writing, use basic root words, avoiding use of multisyllabic words, unless there’s
no alternative. Writers mistake multisyllabic words for intelligence when a simpler root word is available and more
engaging to the reader. Avoid showing off a big vocabulary.
The audience asked questions at this point of Michele’s talk. She offered the following information.
1. Write where you are most comfortable. Michele writes in her office because it is where she goes to work every day.
2. It doesn’t matter what genre you write, read other genres for ideas, including style.
3. She doesn’t teach the academics of writing, but how to get your ideas to the public.
4. Open yourself to writing critiques, especially cross-genre.
5. Write to a reader with an elementary school education.
6. Know the beginning and end of the plot, then ensure a continuum of scenes connecting the two. Everything written
must contribute to the story, including subplots. Plots are like putting a puzzle together; all the pieces must fit.
7. Avoid excessive description, using only what is necessary to move the plot forward.
8. Use Google to help describe places never visited.
9. Do not end a novel with a cliffhanger; it will upset readers.
10. Setting: avoid clichés. Do not open with the weather.
11. Pacing keeps people reading and interested in the novel. Each chapter should include a story arc; challenge-actionresolution-hook. The hook keeps the reader turning the page to the next chapter.
12. Watch for misuse of homonyms in writing; spell-check will not catch them. Homonyms sound identical, but have
different meanings. Peak, peek, and pique are examples.
13. Writing is solitary. Michele doesn’t listen to anything; she plays with her imaginary friends, writing 1,000 words a day.
14. Some people write to the market and make a lot of money. She writes what she enjoys, which seemed to be the
consensus in the room. It is also a point of frustration when a well-written book falls flat in the marketplace.
Michele can be reached at micheledrier@att.net. She is happy to answer questions.
Michele also offers small classes, 4 to 6 people, covering dialogue, plotting, pacing, motivation, character mapping, and
story arcs. [Pump It Up: 3 hours weekly for 6 weeks, nights or weekends] The attendees are encouraged to form a critique
group once the class ends because 4 to 6 is the perfect size for a critique group.
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Third Saturday Meeting
October 20, 2018
Beating the Amazon Algorithm
Dr. Cara Gubbins

FOLLOW UP

By Marcia Ehinger
Dr. Cara Gubbins built upon her research on dolphins to become a life
coach who helps people reach their dreams via her connection to
animals and nature. Since writing The Dolphins of Hilton Head: Their
Natural History, Cara has extended her ability to intuitively
communicate with animals into publications, speaking engagements,
workshops, and coaching. Most recently, she has studied the Amazon
algorithm for book categorization and sales to determine how to make
her own books bestsellers in their fields. This approach has led to
counseling others about the best ways to place their own books within
the Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) format on Amazon, in order to
maximize exposure and sales. The Cattlemens meeting gave us an
overview of this process. Soon, Dr. Gubbins will have publications
available describing her methods.
Dr. Gubbins’ presentation began with a discussion of her path to
becoming an Amazon bestseller. Then, she led us through a 10-step
process which she uses as a guide for launching a book on Kindle. (This process applies to both print and
ebooks created with KDP for sale on Amazon.com.). She went into a great deal of detail about the
process of researching keywords and genre categories (Steps 2 & 3), giving Amazon the data it needs to
sell a book and make money for the author (SEO, or search engine optimization). Many people who
publish with KDP think that you must choose from the 2 categories offered by the program. However, you
can send an email to Amazon, requesting up to 10 categories, which can be found among the genres on
the left of the Bestsellers List page. Choosing the most appropriate niche category(ies) for your book may
be the secret to moving it into the top 20 books sold (or #1) in each one. Amazon chooses keywords from
your title, subtitle, series name, and description of your book. To increase your exposure further, you
might want to find other keywords to add to prospective readers’ searches.
In addition to the 10 steps, Dr. Gubbins recommends two software programs for searching appropriate
categories and keywords, KDP Rocket [kdprocket.com] for keywords and KDSPY [kdspy.com] for niches.
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Write Your First Draft
Research Keywords
Research Categories
Assemble Your Launch Team
Write the Best Book You Can

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

6: Package Your Book
7: Publish Your Book
8: Plan Your Promos
9: Launch Your Book
10: Track Your Rankings

For Step 4, Cara’s “launch team” (beta readers) consists of 20-30 screened readers of similar books, who
will provide feedback on the draft and leave a review later, after the book is published. In Steps 5 – 10,
she commented that you should not pay for advertising your book. She spends about $100 on promotion,
putting her book in front of avid readers who read regular lists about the newest publications in particular
categories. (Google “free book promo”.) She doesn’t skimp on her covers, and suggests spending less
than $500 for a good cover plus editing. Everything else can be done for free.
Dr. Gubbins would be interested in holding a one-day workshop in the future, if CWC members are
interested, and she is always looking for beta readers.
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership 2018-2019
Officers
Kimberly A. Edwards, President
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
Lisa Deines Wiggins, First Vice President/Programs
msdkicks@gmail.com
Jerilyn Ring, Second Vice President/Membership
jerilyns@me.com
Larry Mandelberg, Treasurer
larry@mandelberg.biz
Sandra Navarro, Secretary
ssnavarro22@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Michele Wogec, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator
mwogec@yahoo.com
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster & Eblast Coordinator
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Consultant to the Board
Ted Witt, Pretty Road Press
Marketing & Publishing
Club Positions
Ray & MaryAnn Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor & Saturday Meeting Registration
Dale Manolakas, Print Media Coordinator
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator
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